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ARCHITECTURE FOR A NEXT GENERATION
TELEMETRY AND DATA ACQUISITION BUS

D.M. DAWSON - VEDA SYSTEMS INCORPORATED

ABSTRACT

During the requirements definition process for a new telemetry and data acquisition
product, Veda Systems engineers had the opportunity to examine the requirements for
the ideal bus architecture to support future needs. Design goals and requirements were
solicited from major users in flight test, space ground station data monitoring and
command applications, and C41, as well as Veda’s own engineers. The process
resulted in a bus architecture design which could potentially set the standard for the
next generation of telemetry and data acquisition systems. This paper outlines the
design goals selected and the thought process that yielded the goals in an attempt to
promote advancement of current bus design approaches and increased availability of
standard architectures and operating environments.
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INTRODUCTION

The difficulties associated with testing or monitoring dynamic air and space craft are
increasing exponentially. Data requirements are soaring as systems become more
complex. The pace of change becomes faster, but resources seem to dwindle. The
challenge is to not only deliver more raw data, but to find innovative ways to translate
that data into useable information for the user to take action. The answer must also lie
in providing systems which are cost effective and can be economically adapted as new
technologies or requirements arise.

To meet the challenges described above, Veda Systems embarked on the design of a
new generation of telemetry and data processing systems fundamentally different from
our current Integrated Telemetry Analysis System (ITAS) products and those of our
competitors. To define tomorrow’s needs as well as current requirements, input was



solicited from some of the major forces in commercial and military test as well as the
space applications and other data acquisition environments. The purpose of this paper
is to discuss the requirements and thought process which resulted in our new Series 30
design to perhaps begin a dialogue and spark a move toward a new approach to high
speed, open bus architectures.

REQUIREMENTS

The requirements definition process was begun with very few initial constraints.
Corporate basic philosophy dictated that the bus architecture should be open, with
maximum utilization of industry standards and support of a wide range of available
third party products. It should have sufficient bandwidth for significant growth
overhead beyond our most aggressive, projected user requirement. The final
instruction was to set a new standard of performance, while ensuring low risk of
implementation and high reliability.

The detailed requirements which resulted from the Series 30 development fall into
seven areas, which are discussed in the paragraphs below. These are followed by a
Results section which discusses how each are integrated into an overall Series 30
architecture.

DESIGN GOALS

1. High Bus Bandwidth

Specifying bus bandwidth is superficially straight forward. In general, provided that
bus integrity is not compromised, the faster the bus operates the better. The number of
data channels required to test increasingly sophisticated systems is growing, along
with the trend to ever higher bit rates. Add the fact that users have come to expect real
time engineering units and derived parameter processing, and the need for extremely
high transfer rates between data acquisition modules and processors, or archive media,
becomes apparent. While it may have been appropriate at one time to size the
acquisition bus based on host CPU bandwidth this approach would now present a
roadblock. Parameters output for display or archive may be the result of many input
parameters, combined or processed within several distributed modules. No single host
CPU can handle the projected data bandwidth as well as a number of tightly coupled
distributed processors.

It is also critical to examine how a candidate bus responds to periodic bus loading in
excess of nominal operating speed. A bus which loses data when the nominal rate is
exceeded is a poor choice for a multi-stream, or avionics bus monitoring application.



It can be argued that bandwidth overhead of at least an order of magnitude should be
allowed to provide complete assurance that neither data or time continuity will be lost
due to burst increases caused by situations such as asynchronous data streams. Based
on our review of available technology, risk constraints, and customer input, we set the
practical goal of 10 MHz, with a steady state bandwidth of 10 mega parameters per
second; however, the bus should be designed for operation at 16 mega parameters to
accommodate future growth.

2. Time Deterministic Bus Operation

Most telemetry and data acquisition buses available today operate satisfactorily with
low data rates and/or single input streams, whatever the bus architecture chosen. Most
are unsatisfactory as the basis for fulfilling future requirements, however, because the
trend is for ever higher data rates, multiple channels, and especially asynchronous
data. Asynchronous data fundamentally conflicts with the standard, priority based, bus
arbitration architectures which are prevalent. Another problem with priority based
arbitration systems is the difficulty with accurately time tagging all parameters and
maintaining a consistent time relationship for output to archiving media or time
deterministic processes. The following example illustrates the point.

If we consider a single input stream with bandwidth less than the system bus operating
speed, it is obvious that the bus can accommodate all data traffic and data archived
will result in the data being stored in a correct or causal fashion. If desired, we can
also time tag each data parameter by appending a time stamp as the parameter appears
on the system bus. The problem arises if we add additional input streams which are
asynchronous to the existing stream. It is easy to see that a condition can occur
whereby data can arrive at time t0 at stream #2 and at time t1 at stream #1. If the bus
arbiter is currently servicing steam #3's request, it will grant the next bus access to
stream #1, which has the higher priority, but whose data should chronologically be
placed on the system bus after stream #2's earlier arriving data. This “time rollback”
phenomena can be ignored if the only application is CVT based display, but can cause
erroneous calculations if a data-driven processing methodology is employed. It creates
havoc for real-time data archiving.

The above example shows a very real potential problem even for telemetry or data
acquisition systems which have implemented a dedicated front-end bus topography.
Those systems which insist on utilizing a general purpose data bus, such as the P1
VME bus, to accommodate both normal setup/control data traffic as well as real-time
high speed input and interprocessor traffic are even more severely flawed. Placing the
data traffic requirements of controlled bus interprocessor data communication,
advanced software operating system demands and memory intensive graphical user



interfaces such as X-windows on the same bus as the asynchronous input data, will
statistically make it certain that compromise of data integrity will occur. The result is
that the overall system will be functionally downgraded to a simple quick-look
capability - not a competent data acquisition front-end environment.

3. Large Parameter Address Size

In a similar argument to the discussion concerning system bus bandwidth, the total
number of uniquely tagged or identified parameters for new test requirements has
been increasing in a dramatic fashion. For example, a large commercial aircraft
required only several hundred unique parameters to be processed during flight test a
decade ago, while today’s newest commercial aircraft requires over 30,000 parameters
to be processed. When you add engineering units processed parameters and derived
parameters, the numbers can exceed 64,000. Multiple data streams, redundant
processing requirements. and multiple avionics bus data acquisition and processing
requirements can increase this number as well.

In designing a next generation system architecture, it seems prudent to consider the
trends for large numbers of parameters and design an addressing capability to
accommodate in excess of the current 64,000 tag requirements. The ITAS Series 30
bus design has anticipated this trend and provides 256,000 unique tags per system
chassis with 6 more tag address bits available in reserve for multiple streams. This
gives the system designer a virtually inexhaustive supply of available parameter tags
for the largest multi-stream ground station requirements.

4. Fault-tolerant Design

Advanced bus designs must provide fail-safe, reliable performance under a variety of
environments. The requirement for high bus speed dictates that a modern bus design
should utilize a terminated, controlled impedance bus architecture. Bus cycle time
measured in tens of nanoseconds necessitate Bi-CMOS line drivers to maximize cycle
speed while minimizing EMI concerns.

In designing the Series 30 system bus, Veda implemented a state-of-the-art hardware
bus with extensive use of Bi-CMOS and VLSI CMOS interface chip technology. The
result is an extremely reliable bus implementation which also fully supports built in
test and diagnostic capabilities as well as an implicit bus performance “watchdog”
function.



5. Large Number of Bus Talkers

It is rather trivial task to design a bus architecture to accommodate one or two
independent, synchronous data input sources - admitently with the potential problems
identified in section 2 of this paper. With requirements for increasing numbers of data
steams in a system, it becomes important from a system design level to implement a
bus architecture which can accommodate a large number of bus interface modules.
While the lure of VME and other I/O capabilities on the P1 or other setup and control
bus may be attractive, the argument for a dedicated high speed system bus outlined in
section 2 above does not go away. Therefore, the user or system integrator may find it
desirable or mandatory to interface DAC outputs, additional real-time processors or
unique I/O modules to the high speed system bus. The open ITAS Series 30 bus
design supports up to 16 high speed, arbitrated bus talkers and encourages systems
integrators to take advantage of the high data bandwidth of the ITAS Series 30 bus by
adding interface cards directly to the bus.

6. Open Architecture

Our initial design goals included the firm requirement to provide an open architecture,
compatible with industry standards to the extent practical, and to provide access to a
wide range of economical third party software and devices. This in turn led us to
select VME as the environment of choice for set-up and control. With the possible
exception of the venerable PC/AT ISA bus, VME is the most widely used and
accepted bus standard available. The 6U form factor also provides and excellent
mechanical design environment for portable and rugged systems. The real question
became not one of whether VME was the environment of choice, but one of
appropriate utilization.

The VME bus is a superb set-up and control bus with adequate bus bandwidth and
addressing space to accommodate the most demanding classical computing
environments. The bus, however, is severely limited for use as a telemetry or data
acquisition bus due to the arguments presented in the above paragraphs.

If the user is willing to accept possible or probable data loss in multi-stream systems,
or non-casual data archiving, the use of the P1 bus on VME is acceptable. A more
appropriate utilization of the VME P1 bus, however, is as an independent setup and
control bus. The best of both worlds is, therefore, an architecture that uses the VME
P1 for setup, control and display and a dedicated high speed data bus implemented on
the user definable P2 pins.



The result is a system architecture which can accept a wide variety of commercial off
the shelf VME module but does not impact either P1 operation or real-time data
acquisition on P2. Remember, the real issue is not total available bus bandwidth - the
VME P1 bus boasts considerable available bandwidth. The issue is how asynchronous
input modules can reliably gain access to this bus and the overall maintenance of a
time ordered bus traffic. This is critical in data flow processing and archiving.

7. Compatibility With Software Standards

Following the line of reasoning used for specifying an open architecture, the software
operating system and system interfaces should follow industry standards to the extent
possible. By specifying standards such as POSIX compliant UNIX, a graphical user
interface based on X-Windows and a Standard Query Language (SQL) interface to
user parameter and host data bases, the resulting system provides an ideal platform for
adapting to changing needs.

RESULTS

In order to meet the requirements that we stated above, it became clear that we would
have to design a new data bus that met all our goals. We examined all the present
VME subsidiary bus structures before making this decision, since it was obvious that
the last thing that the market needed was yet another bus standard. We kept in mind
the absolute requirement for full conformance with existing VME standards, however,
so that we could continue to promote a fully open architecture and allow our
customers to add commercially available cards if needed.

We designed the new data bus, which we called GM-X, to use the user-defined A and
C rows of pins on the P2 connector. We standardized on the 6U VME form factor for
our system as being the most attractive in terms of size, performance and availability.
We designed a 20 MHz bi-phase bus protocol but only implemented a 10 MHz clock
to provide both room for growth and give some latitude in bus timing on the initial
production systems. The bus design included a 32 bit data and 24 bit tag transfer, with
the ability to arbitrate up to 24 modules. It also included burst mode lines and a
parallel 8 bit time transfer with every transaction, and a 64 bit time transaction every
2.4 microseconds.

The time transaction was also used as a method of ensuring correct bus operation. The
bus time stamps are generated by circuit on the bus arbitrator board with 100
nanosecond resolution. This generator can also accept standard IRIG time inputs,
allowing external time sources or VME board level time sources to be used. The bus
clock is independent of the time stamp circuit and can be easily changed if we need to



increase the throughput of the system. We also standardized the bus interface circuit
and can offer it in the form of a kit to vendors wishing to integrate their products with
our Series 30 systems.

The GM-X bus operates in the following manner. When a data value arrives at any
input module the module requests the bus by means of a request line. Any number of
modules may request the bus during the same bus cycle. The bus arbiter stores the
module identifier and the time of bus request in a list. The modules are assigned the
bus in the order that they have requested the bus and dependant on a user-defined
priority. The time of bus request (and therefore the time that the data arrived at the
system) is written to the bus at the same time as the data. Blocks of data or multiple
inputs that arrive at the same time on a single input module are accommodated by the
burst line, and all data elements that arrive simultaneously are given the same arrival
time.

The bus is capable of providing 100 nanosecond time resolution, and a full major and
minor time stamp for every parameter without the least affect on the bus bandwidth.
The throughput of our initial 10 MHz bus for continuous operation is a full 10
mega-parameters per second, but the design allows this rate to be exceeded for bursts
without losing data elements and can therefore easily accommodate packet or message
data inputs.

Each bust transaction includes 32 bits of data, 24 bits of tag and 8 bits of time as well
as arbitration functions. The data are stored in the form of 32 bits of data, 24 bits of
tag and 32 bits of time in a CVT or multiple FIFO’s for output to displays or external
devices. The remaining 32 bits of time are multiplexed, if required, at a very low rate
when the minor time changes to ensure that all data are associated with a full time tag.
The system does require that the A and C rows of the P2 bus are free, but this can
easily be ensured by partitioning the P2 bus between the ITAS modules and any off
the shelf VME cards that our customers may with to install. Since the output of the
three dimensional current value table is available to the P1 bus, third party VME
modules can be cheaply and easily added without integration risk.

CONCLUSIONS

The Series 30 design offers an example of what could be a new generation of
telemetry and data acquisition systems based on the concepts of open architectures
and standardized hardware and software environments. Sufficient bandwidth is
allowed in its design to provide a comfortable margin of performance for the
foreseeable future. The key benefit, however, could be in providing a platform for
change to meet the unforseen. Use of industry standards and concentrating on ease of
integration of third party, value added improvements, provide the user protection from
ending up in a technological dead end.


